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Do Mobile App Providers Try Enough to Protect Users’ Privacy?

Privacy policies are widely used to draw clear image of risks to users’ personal information in different contexts such as mobile apps. Nonetheless, many believe privacy policies are ineffective tools to notify and aware users about possible risks to information privacy merely because most users have a very low tendency to go through privacy policies to read and comprehend them. Due to intimacy of mobile apps, much of personal information disclosed to them are at risk. Specially, when mobile app users share sensitive personal information to apps chance of privacy violation and consequent risks are higher. It is not only important to understand how mobile developers practically implement a contract to protect users’ privacy based on users’ preferences but also crucial to examine the role of sensitivity of information on developers’ emphasis on different aspects of privacy.

This research focuses on two aspects to understand the circumstance users experience when privacy policies are presented: efforts users have to make to read and understand privacy policies in terms of readability and length of statements, and developers’ emphasis on aspects of information privacy with respect to sensitivity of information. To elucidate easiness of reading privacy policy statements, readability and length are calculated. Through the lens of framing concept of prospect theory, this study investigates the information sensitivity level effect on developers’ emphasis on privacy dimensions. Three mobile app categories deal with different levels of sensitive data are health, navigation, and game apps. To differentiate between emphasis on different privacy dimensions when information sensitivity differs, a text mining method is developed in R to analyze the weights of four key privacy dimensions (collection, secondary use, improper access, and error).

We downloaded 90 unique mobile app privacy policies. Readability calculations reveal that users should have a minimum of 12 years of secondary education to easily understand privacy policies. The average length of privacy policies is at least 1900 words, which hinders a thorough reading. ANOVA results show a significant difference between secondary uses of information in app privacy policies dealing with higher sensitive data. In addition, the findings demonstrate collection is more emphasized in health than game app privacy policies but do not find any significant difference between improper access dimensions. This study has made two key contributions. First, by building upon the framing concept of prospect theory, this research provides an effective framework to understand the organizational perspective of privacy concerns. Second, the results demonstrate the information sensitivity level is important for measuring privacy concerns.
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